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Coming before our heavenly Father in prayer
is an important part of the Christian faith,
and at Local Leaders International we seek
to reflect that in our organisation. We know
that all we do is only possible through our
God, who has blessed us greatly with the
opportunity and ability to come alongside
Bible colleges throughout the world to
support them in their mission.

DAY OF PRAYER
& FASTING TUESDAY
21 JUNE

That’s why we encourage our friends to
join us in prayer for our organisation, the
individuals that are connected to it, and the
work that we and our partners do.
With global unrest putting extra pressure on
our partner colleges, now is a critical time for
prayer. We look forward to joining with you
across the nation to uphold Local Leader’s
ministry.
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OPTION 1
JOIN THE ZOOM MEETING TO PRAY
At the three mealtimes on the 21st June there will be a
Zoom meeting that you can join online or dial into via
your phone. This will be facilitated by Stuart Brooking.
Whether there are a few people or a lot, you can join in
and take part. Just listen or say your own prayer when
the opportunity is given.
ZOOM MEETING LINK:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84632108275?pwd=BIhWnK
QrCJWl0AaXbogv85iXq9R1_S.1
MEETING ID: 846 3210 8275 PASSCODE: 465549
Or join via phone from anywhere in Australia.
Dial +61 2 8015 6011 then enter the meeting number and
passcode.
PRAYER TIMES: (AEST) – 7am, 12.30pm, 7pm
(each will last about 30 minutes).
Fasting for one or more meals will open up more time to
pray in your day.
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OPTION 2
ENCOURAGE YOUR
CHURCH OR FRIENDS
You may like to meet with a few
friends during breakfast, lunch
or dinner time. Instead of eating,
you could pray for the ministry.
To encourage your church,
you can ask Local Leaders
International for more resources
such as videos or PowerPoint
slides to share.

OPTION 3
PRIVATE OR FAMILY PRAYER

DESIGN Rosie Wheeler, Cocoon Creative

Please put in your diary now a time when
you can especially focus on Local Leaders’
partner Bible colleges and our Australian
operations.

Overseas Council Australia officially
changed its name with ASIC to Local Leaders
International on 26th April 2022.
Local Leaders International
ABN 68 092 388 746
Local Leaders International Fund
ABN 52 284 100 215

It doesn’t have to be Tuesday 21st June,
but on that day there will be people
around Australia, and indeed in our partner
colleges, praying for the work.

Authority to Fundraise: Local Leaders International
is authorised to fundraise in New South Wales
(Authority CFN/20492), Victoria (Registration
No. FR0015686), Queensland (Registration No.
CH3394), South Australia (License No. CCP3458) and
Tasmania (Approval No. C/10581).
Local Leaders International is not required to hold
an authority to fundraise in Western Australia,
the Australian Capital Territory or the Northern
Territory.

COVER Leaders gather in Cairo for the
Africa Mile Deep Conference 2020.
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1– 5 JUNE 2022

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ENTITY NAME CHANGE
At the recent AGM the members approved
the name change from Overseas Council
Australia to Local Leaders International. The
rationale and process are explained on the
next pages. Please bear with us as we make
all the necessary changes to our branding
material.

INTRODUCING THE LOCAL
LEADERS’ BOARD
Also at the AGM, the members voted in
three new board directors. We thought
it was good to introduce all of the board
members via this edition of Prayer Alert.
We asked each one to say why they love
the ministry and draw attention to one
or two aspect of what we do. We hope
you find it helpful to hear their insights
and to pray for the ministries.

TRAVEL RESUMES
With the opening of borders the staff and
I have resumed our travels. My recent trip
to Pakistan, Egypt and Germany (See page
7 and 8) reinforced just how much better it
is to deal with our work face to face. What
is good is that we also now have online
options to communicate which did not
exist prior to the pandemic lockdowns.
So we won’t now travel less, but we will
communicate more! Please pray for us

as we travel because flight cancellations
are more common, COVID-19 is common,
and there are some more dangers in some
places internationally.

Rev Dr Stuart Brooking
Executive Director

THANKS KEN CHAPMAN
Some of you may notice, by his absence,
that our longest serving board member,
Ken Chapman, resigned at our AGM.
He served us so well for over two
decades and I am sorry to see him
go. He showed such a great love for
the ministry, worked hard as a board
member and spoke with real insight in
our board deliberations.
Thank you for serving so diligently Ken.

PLEASE PRAY
Sovereign Lord, thank you for the ministry of Local Leaders International and the many
people who partner with the organisation. From staff and board members to donors and
college leaders, please guide your people to work with wisdom and humility as they seek
to serve you and build your kingdom. Amen.
Africa Mile Deep Strategy Conference, Cairo Egypt 2022.
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6 – 12 JUNE 2022

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
For some time, our fundraising team have
hoped that we might be able to have a
different name to help explain our mission.
We found ‘Overseas Council Australia’ hard
to explain and hard to link to the strategic
mission that God has given us. After a year
of discussion, imagining, and refining, the
staff and board arrived at a new name. The
membership voted positively in April and we
have officially changed our name with the
legal bodies to ‘Local Leaders International’.
This new identity helps us to quickly move
from the name to the things that are our
core business and core concerns.

WHAT’S IN THIS NEW NAME?
OUR VALUES, OUR
OUTCOMES AND OUR
FOCUS!
OUR VALUES – We have a high priority
on the importance of what is ‘local’. The
theological word is ‘contextualisation’,
meaning that every context must know the
gospel and teach it in a way that is relevant
for the local people. Without this the gospel
is always foreign and cultures are not able
to be transformed by Christ’s blessing.

OUR OUTCOMES – Each of us know the
importance of good leadership and the
disaster when there is bad leadership. In the
church’s ministry it has consequences both
in this world and into eternity! Local Leaders
International seeks to have the outcome of
good leaders for every place.
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OUR FOCUS – While ‘local’ is essential we
also think about the whole international
scene. Our ministry is focused on the
majority world - those low and middle
income countries which make up the
majority of the world’s peoples. We want
our resources to be invested wisely so that
every place worships Christ as Lord and the
blessings of Christ flow to every society.

OVERSEAS COUNCIL AUSTRALIA

Hence our name encapsulates our values,
our outcomes and our focus – Local Leaders
International.

THE LOGO - The new logo is an extension
of the previous one. Like a bridge, it
represents the movement between two
places, which indicates reciprocity in the
relationship we have with our international
partners. Above all our activity is the cross
of Christ which guides and directs those
relationships and the outcomes of all our
work.
We hope you will join us in promoting the
work of our strategic ministry, with a new
name - Local Leaders International.

CHANGES COMING SOON
You’ll notice that we’ll be changing our name on our communications platforms over the
coming weeks.

•

If you follow Overseas Council Australia on Facebook or PrayerMate, the pages will
shortly change to be Local Leaders International.

•

Likewise, we will soon launch a new website that reflects the change of name and
branding. For now, you can still donate and access all our information on
www.overseascouncil.com.au The new website is currently in development but will
go live as www.localleaders.org.au once it is complete.

•

Once the website is launched, you can expect our contact email addresses to be
updated to match the new domain name.

•

Our bank account numbers remain the same, but you can update our account name
to Local Leaders International. Whilst we transition, the bank will accept payments to
Overseas Council Australia or Local Leaders International.

•

For now, please continue to contact us as you always have and bear with us as we
adjust these items. Our postal address, phone number, ABN numbers and authority to
fundraise credentials remain the same.

PLEASE PRAY
Creator God, thank you for the careful
consideration that has led to a new
name and branding for this ministry.
We pray it will bring clarity to all those
who interact with it. Please bless
the transition to the new moniker,
we ask that this happens without
hindrance. Help Local Leaders to
raise up impactful Christian ministers
throughout the Majority World. Amen.
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13 – 19 JUNE 2022

ON THE ROAD AGAIN
… AFTER 2 YEARS
Local Leaders International puts a high
value on relationships. Knowing our partner
college leaders is a key element in having
confidence to recommend to our supporters
where they put their funds. In a normal
year our Executive Director, Rev Dr Stuart
Brooking, would do five trips lasting one
to three weeks each. Other staff travelled
occasionally too, which allowed us to visit
about fifteen of our partner Bible colleges
each year. When combined with the work of
our various consultants, we had been able
to meet in person with a good proportion of
our partners annually.
But of course, the travel restrictions
resulting from the global pandemic changed
this regular pattern.
Stuart summed up his experience of April
2020 – April 2022 like this: “I found that
where we had deep relationships with
the college leaders then a Zoom call,
or WhatsApp message and emails were
sufficient to keep things ticking over. Where
it was more difficult was where there were
new people appointed to leadership roles.
There just wasn’t the same relationship
base for our discussions.”
These matters are particularly intensified
when there are more sensitive issues to be
discussed. Cross cultural communications
are complex at the best of times and a
personal visit allows for greater engagement
and sensitivity by both parties. A visit of
a few days also allows conversations to
progress over several meetings without the
pressure of needing quick understanding
and a quick resolution.
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The general assessment of the Local
Leaders staff is that e-communications are
a good adjunct to personal visits but can’t
replace them. Interestingly much more
communication is now possible due to the
lockdowns because every college had to
go online in some form or other. In the first
month or two people took a long time to
even connect using a Zoom call, but now
everyone in the world is familiar with the
technology.
After 2 years of travel restrictions the Local
Leaders team are now back in the air and
visiting our key partner colleges again. Our
expanded staff means that we have an even
bigger need and capacity to travel, so this
year will see five of the Australian-based
staff travelling abroad and four of our
overseas consultants travelling as well.

Stuart gives us a snapshot of his first
trip in April/May in this report which is a
summary of the report he gave to the Local
Leaders Board.

PAKISTAN (5 DAYS)
MTh - I was keen to get to Pakistan because
we have been assisting with funds and

personnel for the development of the
first ever Master of Theology program in
the country at our key partner college,
Zarephath Bible Seminary (ZBS). It was
exciting to shake the hands of the graduates
who will take up teaching roles at ZBS and
other senior roles in the church.
40th Anniversary – Back in 2008 I was at
the 25th Anniversary which was a much
smaller affair. On this visit, it was so
encouraging to see that all the plans from
2008 had been fulfilled, and more! It was a
full day of celebrating and another meeting
to plan the future of the college.
Other meetings – I also spoke at chapel,
a local church, and had several private
meetings with faculty leaders and board
members.

EGYPT (4 DAYS)
We held the fifth annual Africa Mile Deep
Conference in Cairo. With two or three
leaders from each of the key Anglican
institutions of Africa we were able to review
our past activities, consider some new
strategies and plan for the next steps.
(See photo page 4).
This conference is a highlight of my year
because we have the people who can not
only can make the decisions at these key
colleges, but also enthusiastically bring the
decisions to be enacted. The strategy not
only focuses on these six institutions, but
also relates to about 60 other colleges who
are their affiliates. It is wonderful to see how
keen these leaders are to serve the smaller
colleges in their orbit.
We forwarded discussions on our strategies
regarding Islam, countering the prosperity
gospel and how to encourage better
theological scholarship on the continent.

GERMANY (4 DAYS + COVID-19)
I was invited by my European counterpart to
help with a fundraising event, and also do a
few sessions of training for his board and staff.
I have been mentoring the organisation off and
on for the past 14 years, so this was a logical
next step to encourage them as they are set to
expand their work in a few ways.
I also had the opportunity to meet with a leader
from Ukraine’s theological scene (a consultant
with our USA affiliate).
The intention was to then go to the UK to
forward a number of relationships, but
COVID-19 intervened, and I had five extra days
in a hotel. I have recovered well from the minor
flu-like symptoms. I returned home directly
from there and have been furthering the work
begun in these places.

PLEASE PRAY
Dear Lord, we are grateful for the
technology which allowed Local Leaders
staff to stay in touch with partner colleges
during the pandemic. Now, as travelling
restrictions are eased, we give thanks that
staff and consultants will again be able
to visit seminaries in person. Thank you
for your grace in providing safe travels for
staff recently, and we pray for continued
journey mercies for representatives from
Local Leaders International. Amen.
PHOTOS PAKISTAN: MTh Graduation ceremony at
ZBS. Stuart (middle) with former ZBS Principal, Rev
Ashkenaz Asif Khan (left), and current ZBS Principal,
Rev Shahbaz Boota (right).
GERMANY: Stuart and OC Europe CEO, Andreas
Kammer.
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20 – 26 JUNE 2022

DAVID BROWN
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

David has worked in the Human Resources space for 30
years in both the corporate sector, locally and overseas,
and more recently in an advisory capacity. He is currently a
partner in the Human Capital Consulting practice for Deloitte.
I was just two years old when my parents
moved our family to Papua New Guinea
(PNG) where my father was a patrol officer
(Didiman) for the Australian Government.
His initial role was to support the local
farmers to grow coffee beans on their land.
In God’s sovereign plan, this began in me
both an interest in PNG and a desire to
live in other cultural contexts. Our family
returned to Australia six years later, to a
farm in central west NSW, and I attended
an agricultural high school where I was
converted through the ministry of Inter
School Christian Fellowship (ISCF). I
accepted a scholarship to the USA during
my final year at high school and then
returned to university. This was followed by
working in the Human Resources profession
for a range of multinational organisations,
which included living in North America,
Europe and Asia.
Upon returning to Australia in 1996 and
joining a church in Sydney, I was invited to
a lunch hosted by previous Local Leaders
Internional chairman, John Dingle. At this
event, along with other business people
working in the city, I was introduced to the
purpose and strategy of the organisation.
For me, it was an immediate connection:
a great gospel mission that made so much
strategic sense. ‘The training and support
of local nationals for local national gospel
ministry’.
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In discussions with our Executive Director,
Stuart Brooking, about where best to
support the ministry, I was drawn to PNG
and Christian Leaders Training College
(CLTC). Over the years it has been a privilege
and joy to pray for and watch students and
faculty continue to be equipped and trained
for ministry in the Pacific. The PASIFIKA
strategy aims to support colleges across
the Pacific region to build their faculties. In
2013, I joined a Local Leaders’ Connection
Tour to visit the college, attend their
graduation ceremony and meet students
and faculty. As an added bonus, I was able
to take my mother along. She had not been
back to PNG since 1964 and found the trip a
blessing and encouragement to her faith.
I was invited to join the board by Phillip
Twyman in 2009 and was voted in as
Chairman in 2019. Having recently semiretired, my intention is to visit as many of
our partner colleges as possible. In fact, I’ve
just returned from the Cairo trip with Stuart
where it was extremely exciting to hear
about how God is working in Africa through
our key hub colleges, as part of the Africa
Mile Deep Strategy.

ABOVE David (centre) enjoying the connection tour to CLTC in PNG, 2013.
BELOW Nancy Njagi, David Brown and Professor Christopher Byaruhanga (Uganda Christian University) pray
together at the Africa Mile Deep Conference, April 2022.

UPDATE ON AFRICA MILE DEEP STRATEGY
The goal of our Africa Mile Deep Strategy (AMDS) is to greatly enhance the 100+ African Anglican
theological institutions by partnering with the six – eight leading colleges who influence the
whole system. Contextual issues identified by these colleges include Urban Mission, Resource
Mobilisation, Pedagogy, Generosity, and the Church’s Response to Islam.
The 5th annual AMDS conference was held in Cairo from April 26-28, 2022. All six hub colleges
attended, together with representatives from Local Leaders International. This was a critical time
for the hub college leaders to report to each other and develop the next stages of the AMDS.

PLEASE PRAY
Lord of all, we praise you for your grace and kindness in the growth and impact of the AMDS
over the last four years. We ask for your steadfast help for Africa amidst the worldly pressures
of increased commodity prices flowing from the war in the Ukraine, together with political
instability, as a number of countries face leadership changes and terrorism. By your grace,
encourage the six hub colleges to continue to work well together and, with their many affiliate
colleges, to faithfully proclaim Christ and change lives in Africa. Amen.
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27 JUNE – 3 JULY 2022

STEPHEN KERR

UPDATE ON PASIFIKA STRATEGY

Stephen is the Executive Director of the CMA Standards
Council. The Council publicly accredits organisations that
are meeting standards of good governance, accountability
and transparency. Stephen is also a solicitor and is a
Consultant with HWL Ebsworth Lawyers.

The Pasifika Strategy is a 25-year strategy to transform the capacity of theological
education in the region. Since its start in 2012, senior leaders of Papua New Guinea (PNG)
have been equipped via the Master of Theology program at Christian Leaders Training
College (CLTC), PNG. The next stage is to expand the strategy to benefit colleges in other
Pacific Island nations.

I first heard about Local Leaders
International in the early 1990s, when it
was called Overseas Council Australia.
My father Rob Kerr had just taken on the
role of Executive Chair, and I had asked
him to tell me what Local Leaders did.
He explained to me that Local Leaders is
trying to implement that part of the Great
Commission about making disciples of all
nations. They are doing this by training
and equipping current and future Christian
leaders in their own context, country and
culture, as opposed to sending Western
missionaries to the nations, or sending the
nations’ representatives overseas to be
taught in a Western country.
Well, it was like a whole set of lightbulbs
going off in my head. I remember thinking
‘Of course! What a strategic way to approach
that part of the Great Commission’. Straight
away I was hooked, and I’ve been hooked
ever since.
My wife Kate and I began by taking up a
student sponsorship. We now sponsor three
students in Bible colleges around the world.
In God’s grace Kate and I have been able to
visit colleges supported by Local Leaders
in India, China, South Africa, Chile, Kenya
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and Sri Lanka, and soon we’ll be visiting
Christian Leaders Training College in Papua
New Guinea, which is the key partner in
Local Leaders’ Pasifika Strategy. We have
heard inspiring stories from students who
are on fire to make a difference for the Lord
in their country, and from lecturers who are
equipping them for that task.

As part of the new partnership between Local Leaders and CLTC to develop the Pasifika
Strategy, CLTC’s Dean of Post Graduate studies, Dr George Mombi, visited two of its
associate Bible schools in late March 2022. He was able to listen to their needs, encourage
the faculty and make practical recommendations. A second trip to three other colleges is
planned for July/August.

The first project we supported was when
we were at South Asia Institute of Advanced
Christian Studies (SAIACS) in Bangalore,
when students told us they had to use
candles at night to study as the electricity
grid was so unreliable. We provided the
funds to buy a generator. Two years later we
paid for the upgrade due to the increased
number of students!
I joined the board of Local Leaders
International in 2007, and Kate and I feel so
grateful to God for giving us this opportunity
to serve and grow the Kingdom in such a
strategic way. We’re excited by the growth
of Local Leaders and the potential of
the Pasifika Strategy and Local Online: A
Global Strategy. Jesus said. “The harvest is
plentiful, but the workers are few”. We love
being workers.

Dr George Mombi, CLTC, Papua New Guinea.

PLEASE PRAY
Heavenly Father, thank you that Dr Mombi’s visit was a great encouragement to the two
schools to keep training people to serve Christ. We praise you that many CLTC graduates are
teaching in the Bible schools, are leaders in their churches and are making a big impact in
their ministries. Thank you for Dr Mombi’s very practical recommendations; we ask you to
guide CLTC and Local Leaders International as they consider the next steps. Amen.
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4 – 10 JULY 2022

THE OCEAN HITS
DIFFERENTLY
JOSHUA GEORGE REFLECTS ON HIS
RECENT VISIT TO AUSTRALIA
Joshua lectures at South Asia Institute of Advanced Christian Studies
and is currently completing his PhD supported by a Local Leaders International faculty
study grant. Joshua was our guest speaker during March and April this year.
Growing up on the west coast of India, I
was quite used to standing at a beach and
looking into the sea. But it was nothing like
the first time I witnessed the Pacific Ocean
from a cliff on the coast of Sydney. The ocean
just hits differently! Unlike the sea, an ocean
has no boundaries. It seemed larger, deeper,
and left me with an overwhelming sense of
how small I was. But as I looked near the
shore, there were some surfers attempting
to engage with, and indeed enjoying
riding waves that were much bigger than
themselves.
Each time the ocean spat them out, they
went back in. Even though there was a
signboard on the beach that said something
like ‘stay out, dangerous currents’. Still, the
surfers went in. They wanted to be part
of it. My time in Australia, interacting with
the staff and supporters of Local Leaders
International, helped me realise something
similar.
During a span of two-and-a-half weeks, I
must have met and interacted with more
than 100 new people individually or in small
groups who have had some association with
Local Leaders International. Each meeting
had something different to offer in terms of
the types of people as well as the questions
that were asked of me. These people
spanned ages, ethnicities and vocations, and
asked questions about theological education
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in India as well as the social, religious, and
political issues prevalent in both urban
and rural contexts. I was amazed at how
genuinely concerned these people were
about what they were supporting. Many of
them had never visited India physically, but
their hearts and prayers certainly had.
Being an introvert, I’ve always dreaded
the idea of meeting so many new people. I
thought these meetings would be a drain on
me. But surprisingly, they had the opposite
effect.
When we hear ourselves sharing the same
thing over and over again, it becomes
embedded in a much deeper place in our
consciousness. It moves from something
‘that we do’ to ‘who we are’. And when we
get such encouraging responses from the
hearers, it reminds us that our mission
is important. In certainly revealed to me
that what I am involved in is much bigger
than I thought. We are not just looking at
the sea, we are trying to surf the ocean.
As theological educators in a developing
country like India, we are not just training
men and women to run better church
meetings. We are wrestling worldviews
with scripture, battling socio-political
powers with the values of the kingdom, and
transforming a nation with the gospel.
As I returned to India, I realised that I’ve
been looking in the wrong direction. It’s time

to stop looking at just the sea, but to turn
around and look at the ocean, an ocean of
1.3 billion people. As theological educators
and pastors, one of our roles is to constantly
train surfers who would be willing to ride
those dangerous waves even though there
is a sign that says ‘stay out’. Moreover, we
often need to be ready to do it ourselves.

I returned home from my trip, encouraged.
I went back inspired. I went back
overwhelmed with how small I was. Yet,
fervently aware of my responsibility to get
into the classroom and join other educators
as we encourage and equip men and
women to get ready to surf the ocean.

UPDATE ON SOUTH ASIA INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED CHRISTIAN
STUDIES, INDIA
South Asia Institute of Advanced Christian Studies (SAIACS) is the leading evangelical college of
India which operates just masters and doctoral programs. It is not just the academic excellence
which gives it this recognition, but the innovative research and teaching models they employ. The
college has recently established a number of new online programs and is in the process of starting
several satellite centres around the country.
Under the leadership of Dr Prabhu Singh, SAIACS has also established a research centre for Indian
culture and practice which informs their missional objectives.
This year is SAIACS 40th Anniversary and they will celebrate with various missional and
theological conferences as well as a strategy to train 50 PhD’s from various affiliate colleges in the
coming decade. Local Leaders’ Dr David Turnbull will be presenting on online education at one
conference.

A class at SAIACS.

PLEASE PRAY
Glorious God, we give thanks for our brother Joshua George and for his visit to Australia in
March and April. We thank you for his enthusiasm and desire to share your love and grace
with the people of India and raise up Christian leaders to work in your harvest field. We
also pray for SAIACS, where Joshua teaches. We give thanks for its academic rigour, and
its innovative research and teaching models. We also praise you for the Institute’s 40th
anniversary and pray for its future endeavours in training committed Christian leaders. Amen.
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11 – 17 JULY 2022

NICOLA GIBBS

UPDATE ON LOCAL ONLINE: A GLOBAL STRATEGY

Nicola has held Chief of Staff and business development
roles across multiple industries, most recently promoting
Asia-Australia relations. She has completed a Graduate
Diploma of Divinity and is currently undertaking a Master of
Theological Studies through the Bible College of South Australia.
I’ve been told that I’m a third-culture kid.
There were, I suppose, several cultures
that influenced my upbringing. I have a
mother who was (and is) very English, and a
father whose Singaporean (Chinese/Indian)
sensibilities deeply affected my tastebuds
and the way I communicate! I travelled a
lot, found myself pursuing cross-cultural
communication in my career, and ended
up helping upskill Australian businesses
to do business in and with Asia. Alongside
business interests, I also studied theology.
My ultimate dream is to see renewal across
the globe, and I believe that renewal can
only be sustained by word and spirit.
I was drawn to Local Leaders International
because of its heart to see others equipped
with the word of God in the context and
language that profoundly resonates with
their environment. We cannot afford to
miscommunicate God’s word, and how

much can language and cultural barriers
lend themselves to that! Local Leaders
is doing incredible work equipping and
connecting individuals and institutes that
are strategically positioned to multiply
impact in various regions. Its strategic
way of operating ensures that its work is
sustainable and leaves a real legacy.
I am particularly excited about Local
Online: A Global Strategy. We are at such a
time in the history of the world to leverage
digital to scale theological education. I am
thrilled Local Leaders has embraced digital
pedagogy with open arms, initiating even
more opportunities for people across the
globe to be adequately equipped in God’s
word. Now, in the West, we have more
access than ever to humbly learn from other
cultures and their interaction with the Bible.

Our newest strategy, Local Online: A Global Strategy, has developed in response to the
global pandemic and the need for colleges to offer online learning. The threefold aim of
Local Online is to increase IT capacity, faculty competence and shared online content so
that, in its own context, each college can lift the quality of online education and increase
the quantity of leaders trained.
The first twelve months of the strategy have been extremely encouraging, with partners
around the world excited to collaborate. Highlights include:

•

A team of twelve experts from seven regions completed writing the first set of eight
short courses for the Foundations Program of the ‘Distance and Online Theological
Education Competences Framework’. The resulting Foundations Program is now
available to faculty and theological institutions around the world, via the ICETE
Academy website.

•

Stretching into new areas, the Local Online team are now working with multiple colleges
in Latin America and Francophone Africa.

•

Around 20 colleges throughout the Philippines, Kenya and Latin America are now
participating in the ‘Champions Program’. These institutions utilise ICETE Academy
courses to upskill key faculty in online education training.

PLEASE PRAY
Almighty God, we pray that this timely strategy will effectively assist colleges to lift their online
education capabilities, with the aim of reaching even more with your truth. Please bless and
protect Program Director, Dr David Turnbull, and Program Manager, Linda Peterson, as they
break new ground at the forefront of this missional endeavour. We also ask for your mercy on
Local Leaders staff and the OC Regional Directors as they travel to meet in Houston at the end
of July. May their time together be strategic and productive as they plan for the next phase of
Local Online objectives. Amen.
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18 – 24 JULY 2022

PLEASE PRAY

DR PERRY SHAW
Perry is Researcher in Residence at Morling College, Sydney.
He has extensive experience working and consulting in
theological education, cross cultural teaching, intercultural
leadership, curriculum development, and research
methodology. He has published multiple books and articles
examining these themes.
I love Local Leaders International. I have
repeatedly seen in person how much
Local Leaders’ approach of respectful
engagement with Majority World colleges
is appreciated on the ground. I have felt
privileged to be invited to join the Local
Leaders’ Board and hope that I will be able
to add value to its already extraordinary
work.
I come to Local Leaders from three decades
of cross-cultural mission experience.
During the 1990s I was involved in helping
in the establishment of extension centres
in Syria, for the Program for Theological
Education by Extension. I then taught at
the Near East School of Theology and from
2007-2019 at Local Leaders’ partner Bible
college, Arab Baptist Theological Seminary
(ABTS) in Lebanon. At ABTS I helped
develop the college’s highly innovative

Father God, we pray for Sri Lanka and the economic and social disruptions presently
befalling this country. We know that Lanka Bible College and Seminary has been
directly impacted by this unease. And yet we give thanks that affected staff are
continuing in your service, training people to become leaders, even as the fabric of
society around them crumbles. We pray for restoration of social harmony and the
equitable distribution of goods and services. May your name be glorified. Amen.
Perry training faculty at LBCS.

curriculum, which has led to a significant
role as a faculty development consultant for
theological schools across the globe.
I first met Stuart Brooking after spending
time working with another Local Leaders
partner, Lanka Bible College and Seminary
in Sri Lanka. My consultancy work continues
to this day, further supported by the
publication of my text, ‘Transforming
Theological Education’, and two other
books for which I have been lead editor,
‘Challenging Tradition’ and ‘Teaching Across
Cultures’ (all three books published by
Langham).
I am passionately committed to Local
Leaders’ vision for supporting local
leadership training in the Majority World
and look forward to seeing where God
guides our work in the days ahead.

UPDATE ON LANKA BIBLE COLLEGE
AND SEMINARY, SRI LANKA
Sri Lanka is undergoing major economic and political traumas at the moment. COVID-19
lockdowns were severe, impacting the economy. The government has used all their foreign
reserves in ordinary operations. They now struggle to import basic staples such as oil, food
and medicines. This has led to major protests and disruption to the social fabric.
Naturally, such disruption impacts Lanka Bible College and Seminary. They have had
considerable financial stress (unpaid staff etc) along with the rest of the country, yet they have
continued to keep training their students. With such turmoil there is a great need to equip
pastors in training for ministry in this new context.
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DR SANDRA ERREY
Sandra works in the Statistical Consulting Centre at
Melbourne University assisting university and corporate
researchers with their data analysis. Her theological studies
were at Ridley College, Melbourne. She brings her experience
of the tertiary education system and student pastoral work to
her position at Local Leaders.
I first heard of Local Leaders International
when I was on a Ridley study tour of Israel
and Jordan. Here we were joined by the
Vice Principal of the Myanmar Evangelical
Graduate School of Theology (MEGST),
Ronald Laldinsuah. During a tour of a
Palestinian Bible college, Ronald shared
some of the resourcing challenges for
theological education in his context. He said
the best way to support his ministry and
MEGST was via Local Leaders International. I
was immediately convicted to do so.
Prior to this, the focus of my prayers and
support had been on sending Western
missionaries. Since becoming involved with
the work of Local Leaders, I have realised
that a more long-term, strategic approach
is to train leaders locally for ministry in
their own setting. As an academic, I know
that this requires investment in people
and structures to form functional and
sustainable institutions. Add to that the

diverse international contexts and the
critical need for Christian formation. I am
confident that Local Leaders International
has the unique connections and experience
to support this Kingdom building work.

UPDATE ON INDONESIAN STRATEGY
Central to Local Leaders’ Indonesian Strategy is our partnership with PASTI, an
association of 45 Indonesian evangelical colleges. Since 2019, Local Leaders has assisted
PASTI in various ways, including developing a Scholars Fellowship, critical to the college’s
continuation under Indonesian regulations. Our current focus is supporting the leading
eight colleges to provide faculty training for the other PASTI colleges.
Local Leaders is encouraging senior faculty to increase the number of quality articles
published for international academic journals. We are also assisting 13 of the PASTI
colleges with online needs and education via our Local Online: A Global Strategy project.
It is proposed that Local Online assistance will be rolled out to all 45 PASTI colleges over a
three-year period.

In 2019, my husband and I had the chance
to visit Tyrannus Bible College in Bandung,
Indonesia. At the time, government
requirements for all tertiary institutions
had increased and PASTI (the fellowship
of evangelical Bible colleges in Indonesia)
approached Local Leaders International to
help upskill their faculty. Local Leaders was
well-placed to provide faculty from these
key colleges with the skills and research
collaborations to do so much more than
just fulfill these regulatory requirements. As
with so many of Local Leaders’ strategies,
building up the capabilities of a region’s
leading Bible colleges has numerous flowon effects for the training and development
of smaller colleges.

PLEASE PRAY
Thank you, Lord, for the ongoing opportunity to partner with our Indonesian Christian
neighbours for the sake of the gospel of Christ. We pray that Local Leaders’ work will
strengthen the PASTI colleges and so increase the competence and Christlikeness of
Christian leaders in Indonesia. May the Indonesian church flourish as a result. Amen.
Sandy and her husband, Tad, visit Tyrannus Bible Seminary, Indonesia.
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FREDERICK LEE
Freddie has extensive experience in tax and superannuation.
He was the chair of the BOC Superannuation Fund until it
merged with another fund. Freddie is passionate about good
governance, strategic leadership and risk management.
He has enjoyed serving for many years as a church elder
and on the missions committee for his church.
My first encounter with Local Leaders
International was at a dinner where Dr
Manfred Kohl presented (1990’s). Even
though it has been many years, I can still
remember his pitch: “For a fraction of the
cost of sending a missionary overseas, we
can empower a local leader (via student
sponsorship) who will eventually serve in
his or her community as pastor, evangelist
or youth leader”.
My church started sponsoring two students,
then four and now we sponsor six, and we
have been doing this for more than 20 years.
As a small church, we think this provides
the most strategic use of our mission
contribution. So, when I was invited to serve
as a director, I had already been passionate
about the work of Local Leaders for 20+
years!
I like to think of Local Leaders International

as an enabler, albeit a strategic one. When
I became a director, I was able to witness
first-hand the breadth and depth of Local
Leaders’ reach; from student sponsorships
and faculty grants to projects that directly
impact the capability of Bible colleges to
improve their courses and campuses. It is
a joy to know that local Australian Christ
followers are generous enough to support
Majority World colleges and students. It is a
pleasure to cover all in prayer.
Over the years, I have met many of the
visiting international speakers that Local
Leaders has invited. They are the local
leaders (albeit senior faculty staff) of the
country that they represent. Visibly, we
want to collaborate with these innovative
leaders to succeed in strengthening
theological education in their respective
countries.

Freddie’s Church have supported many students over the years with a current focus on
Arab Baptist Theological Seminary.

PLEASE PRAY
Heavenly Father, thank you for Arab Baptist Theological Seminary and for its resilience
in these times of great difficulty. Notwithstanding the decimation in value of Lebanon’s
currency, we are grateful that ABTS has been able ‘to do more with less’ and increase
student numbers. We praise you that the college was able to use ingenuity and technology
to continue providing solid biblical teaching to students from the Middle East and North
Africa. Bless the staff, faculty and students as they grow in their knowledge of your word and
serve their region. Amen.
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UPDATE ON ARAB BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, LEBANON
Arab Baptist Theological Seminary, is a leading Bible college in the Middle East/North Africa
region. Based in Lebanon they have struggled with the rest of the country during COVID-19
lockdowns, a tragic fertiliser explosion in Beirut (the capital) and political unrest that has led to a
95% devaluation of the currency.
Through all this ABTS has undertaken a major review of operations ‘to do more with less.’ In 2020
they pivoted to a different way of operating which utilises both online and attendance modes
of study. They were able to increase their student numbers in their core bachelor’s degree from
around 40 students to over 100. Culturally this works better too, since students can come and go
to Lebanon from around the region, whereas a three year stay often creates suspicion when they
return to their ministries.

Photo Local Leaders staff, Nancy Njagi and Stephen Hale, visit ABTS in 2020.
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KATE CROUCH
Kate has an extensive background in marketing and is the
Client Relationship Manager for Prolegis Lawyers. She enjoys
leading individuals and teams, encouraging collaboration
and establishing rapport with a wide range of people.

My involvement with Local Leaders
International began in 2019, a relatively
short time ago. I was immediately struck
by the vision of Local Leaders to train and
equip regional leaders to spread the good
news of Jesus in their own cultural context.
It made perfect sense that those who are
trained as ministers would then go on to
serve in their own country, in their own
culture. Thus, the financial investment
from Local Leaders goes further without
dislocating people.
Although I have moved many times, both
interstate and overseas, God has been a
constant in my life and in the lives of my
family. Local context takes on a whole new

meaning when you are no longer in your
familiar space or country!
Supporting Union Bible Theological College
in Mongolia is dear to my heart. Mongolia is
a mineral-and-resource rich land with many
struggles. The Mongolian church is only one
generation old, but it has experienced rapid
growth since the democratic revolution in
1990. The young church needs well trained
leaders and is worthy of investment from
Local Leaders International.
For me, it’s a privilege to be involved with
Local Leaders and I look forward to being
able to visit one of our many partner
colleges in the coming years.

PLEASE PRAY

UPDATE ON UNION BIBLE THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE,
MONGOLIA
After early COVID-19 lockdowns, Mongolia has gone through various stages of opening and
closing. The college’s work has suffered with each closing. While all the faculty have taken
up online teaching it has not been easy, for those teaching or those studying. The general
environment for Christian ministry is restrictive and the work of the college often endures
extra complications from officials. There is a desire by the principal, Luya Gantumur, to use
the new online skills to reach out to the large rural areas of the country so they can teach
local untrained pastors. Local Leaders is working to understand the needs and equip the
college to deliver this training.

Lord of all, we pray that you will help your servants at Union
Bible Theological College to endure the disruptions created by
COVID-19 closures. We know that Christian ministry is restricted
in this country, and we ask that you open hearts to hear and
receive the gospel. Thank you Lord for UBTC’s vision to reach
into rural areas and educate untrained local pastors using online
resources. We pray that Local Leaders International can help
to reach into this space and support the expansion of UBTC’s
services. Amen.

In the library at UBTC.
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STUDENT SPONSORSHIP

NAMUUNDARI
Studying a Bachelor of Theology at Union Bible Theological
College, Mongolia.
My husband and I are leading a cell group
which meets weekly in our church which
is located in Ulaanbaatar city. We are also
serving in the worship team in our church.
Byambadorj (my husband) serves as a
fulltime staff member for Mongolia Campus
Crusade for Christ and helps many students
to know God, grow in Christ and train to be
leaders. Each time we look at youths, we
become more and more certain that God
has called us to serve them. Byambadorj
mainly reaches out to male students, so I
want to join him as soon as I can and reach
out to female students and help in their
lives. I am currently doing my Bachelor of
Theology so as to be better equipped for my
future ministry.
We both experienced difficulties in life,
especially as teenagers who did not have
fathers and did not feel their fathers’ care
and love. Despite that, we have since
experienced the love of our Father God.
Today in Mongolia, the rate of divorce is
steadily increasing and as a result, tens
of thousands of children grow up without
parents or in single-parent families. That’s
why we want to help teenagers like we were,

If you would like to find out more about sponsoring a student, please contact Kathy by
emailing kathy@overseascouncil.com.au
$2,200 per year will help students with tuition, accommodation and other essential costs.

to know God and
experience the true love of Christ.
The most positive thing about being at the
college is experiencing God’s handiwork
as Master Potter in my life. Many things
are working together for me as I study teachers, students, subjects, homework,
etc. I feel like God is shaping me through
my classmates. Also, He is teaching and
revealing the truth through every situation
in college. There are so many wonderful
people who study with me and teach me,
and I have learned so many things from
them. It makes me a better person in Christ.
The hardest things have been the effects of
COVID-19 and social distancing. Thankfully,
we can meet and do Bible study with the
students physically now which makes
ministry and discipleship more effective.
This is a big thing for which we are grateful.
I want to say because of your commitment,
I have had so many opportunities to
challenge myself for the Lord, which is why
I want you to know how important you are.
We want to say thank you for your support
and your heart for us. Again, and again.
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STUDENT STORY

More ways to support Local Leaders International

SPONSOR A FACULTY MEMBER
Local Leaders has identified that a key way to lift the learning experience of students is
to lift the competence of the faculty. We support faculty members doing masters and
doctoral studies in their region or by distance education, so they can stay at their college.
For more information, email office@overseascouncil.com.au.

SUPPORT A PROJECT
Our partner colleges are constantly evaluating what resources are needed to make their
institutions run at optimum efficiency. Sometimes a college will need funding to develop
an outreach strategy, or to build new infrastructure on their campuses. You can donate
towards one of these important projects by heading to the ‘Giving To Growth’ page of our
website. www.overseascouncil.com.au/your-story/giving-to-growth.

SUPPORT A GRASSROOTS PASTOR FOR $1 A DAY
Many pastors and church planters in the developing world struggle to access the
training they need. Your provision of $365 will allow a pastor or church planter to
complete a Biblical training course created and run by a local Bible college.
For more information, email kathy@overseascouncil.com.au.

CONSIDER A BEQUEST
If you wish to make known your intentions to include Local Leaders International
in your will, please advise our Executive Director, Stuart Brooking.
For more information, email stuart@overseascouncil.com.au.

PLEASE PRAY
Wonderful Father, thank you for your love for Namuundari and her husband Byambadorj.
Thank you for saving them and calling them to serve young people in Mongolia. Please bless
their ministry and give them opportunities to reach many teens in their city. We also ask
that you encourage all the staff and students at UBTC as they deepen their knowledge of the
Bible and develop their ministry skills. May they share your love and grace with confidence
throughout Mongolia. Amen.
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PLEASE PRAY
Lord God, we thank you for all those who support Local Leaders’ projects prayerfully and
financially. We praise you for the joy it is to give to your work and see lives changed in the
name of Jesus. Please use all of Local Leaders’ programs to expand your kingdom and
train thousands of workers for the harvest. Amen.
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